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Hacker claims to have grabbed 63.2 GB of Microsoft source

code from GitHub

 

A hacker has posted segments of what is claimed to be a massive 63.2 GB dump of Microso�’s private

GitHub repositories, takes as recently as the 03/28/2020 by the same hacker who hacked Indonesian

company Tokopedia.
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Screenshots of the directory listing of the files suggest the dump contains source code for Azure, O�ice

and some Windows runtimes.

(https://mspoweruser.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/github-hack.png)

The news was confirmed by the Under the Breach twitter account, a data breach monitoring and

prevention service:

· May 6, 2020Under the Breach @UnderTheBreach

HUGE: The person behind the recent Tokopedia hack claiming 

he has 500GB (uncompressed) worth of private Microsoft 

source code, containing mostly Azure Source code, as well as 

Office and some windows runtime files / APIs. 

 

Appears to be stolen from private Github repositories.

Under the Breach

@UnderTheBreach
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Despite the size of the hack, it is unlikely that many secrets will have been leaked. Microso�’s

repositories on GitHub are frequently intended for public availability, even when private, and

Microso� performs stringent checks and scans of uploaded code to manage exactly this scenario.

Reportedly Microso� keeps their crown jewels, Windows, in a massive internal 300 GB Git repository.

(https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2017/02/microso�-hosts-the-windows-source-in-a-

monstrous-300gb-git-repository/)

Via WithinRafael. (https://mobile.twitter.com/WithinRafael/status/1258507378485374976)

(https://mspoweruser.com/tag/github/)

(https://mspoweruser.com/tag/hack/) (https://mspoweruser.com/tag/microsoft/)

(https://mspoweruser.com/tag/microsoft-source-code/)

(https://mspoweruser.com/tag/security/)

After some research and because the actor dumped 

the entire dirlist of the private repositories, it appears 

this is real.  

 

I doubt there is anything too private in these 

repositories but companies do sometime leave 

keys/passwords on Github by mistake.

12:54 AM · May 7, 2020
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Microsoft rewrites Remote Desktop UWP app
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Microsoft releases KB4566116 cumulative update to patch crashing

settings, unloc...
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DEALS

Deal Alert: Echo Dot (3rd Gen) price is back to its record low —

again!

(https://mspoweruser.com/echo-dot-3rd-gen-heavily-discounted-at-amazon-2/)

If asking digital assistants to play music, answer questions, read stories, and tell jokes is your thing, then Amazon

Echo Dot is definitely a great product and in many aspects, it’s even ...
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Deal Alert: Microsoft Surface Dock 2 gets a handsome discount at

Amazon

(https://mspoweruser.com/get-80-discount-on-surface-dock-2-2/)
Lack of ports is one of the downsides of the thin and lightweight laptops and the same holds true for Microsoft’s Surface

devices. Nevertheless, lack of ports in Surface devices is not...
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Deal Alert: Surface Book 3 receives handsome discount at Amazon

(https://mspoweruser.com/deal-alert-surface-book-3-is-215-cheaper-today-3/)
Back in May, Microsoft announced the new Surface Book 3, the most powerful device in the Surface lineup. While Book 3

might not be the best in terms of raw power, its uniqueness, and the fa...
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Samsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultra 50x zoom camera samples are

startlingly good
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Despite the Samsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultra being launched more than a week ago, we still have not seen comprehensive

reviews of the cameras of the handset. Techradar is trying to change that b...
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Deal Alert: Microsoft Surface Pro 7 is heavily discounted at Amazon
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You can now get a huge $300 discount on the purchase of the Core i7 Surface Pro 7. The Surface Pro 7 with i7 processor,

16GB RAM, and 256GB storage is now available at a price point of $1,...
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Deal Alert: Amazon’s eero 3-pack mesh WiFi systems $50 off
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eero is a popular mesh home WiFi system that blankets any home in reliable and secure WiFi. With its easy-to-use app,

users can set up the whole system in under 10 minutes, share their netwo...
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Deal Alert: Get a Microsoft Surface Laptop 3 for as little as $800

(https://mspoweruser.com/deal-alert-get-a-microsoft-surface-laptop-3-for-as-little-as-800/)
Microsoft Surface Laptop 3 is Microsoft’s 3rd-gen Surface Laptop and it’s also the first Surface Laptop that comes with the

USB Type-C port. It comes with the latest Intel proces...
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Deal Alert: You can now save big on the Ultimate Ears Megaboom 3

Portable Blueto...
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If you’re someone who’s on the lookout for a small, portable, waterproof Bluetooth speaker that has an excellent sound

quality and offers great battery life, look no further than...
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Reviewed: Samsung Galaxy Buds Live vs Airpods Pro

(https://mspoweruser.com/reviewed-samsung-galaxy-buds-live-vs-airpods-pro/)
Samsung launched its instantly iconic Samsung Galaxy Buds Live headset on the 5th, and the reviews have already

started trickling in. CNET gave the device a good going-over and found them di...
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Deal Alert: Save $500 on Microsoft Surface Laptop 3 with Intel Core i7,

16GB RAM...

(https://mspoweruser.com/microsoft-surface-laptop-3-deal-low-price/)
Microsoft Surface Laptop 3 is Microsoft’s 3rd-gen Surface Laptop and it’s also the first Surface Laptop that comes with the

USB Type-C port. It comes with the latest Intel proces...
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